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more and more apps and games are set to be released on the app store for playbook os. when those apps are released it will be a good indication as to how well the rim playbook os performs. on behalf of our readers, thank you for supporting our site. if this is your first time to the good e-reader app
store, the entry level model of the playbook is $199. however, this amazing piece of hardware does cost $199. so with a subsidized contract, you should be able to get your hands on a nice looking black tablet for as low as $50/month so a month down the line and the blackberry playbook has managed

to retain its number 1 position in rims list of tablet sales. according to one source, rim currently holds around 47.3% of total tablet sales in canada. i think this is quite impressive since these are tablets after all! the sole company that comes right after rim is apple. according to the report, the devices are
sold at retail price of $399 and up. but i found these numbers to be a bit optimistic. a quick check on amazon shows that the playbook can be bought at a much cheaper $199. so the playbook is really selling at around $50 cheaper than apple’s ipod touch range. this is to be compared to a similar range
of iphones which generally hover around $200. on a more positive note, playbook users seem to be quite happy with the tablet. one source had this to say about the playbook: “i received my white playbook and am super happy with it”. so what is it that makes the playbook such a popular tablet? lets
look at some stats on the playbook. these are really from amazon.com itself. as you can see, the ipad 2 has been upstaged with a big red button! not even the ipad 3 is able to snare the hearts of the consumers. for those who are interested, the playbook is priced between $199 (via amazon itself) and

$229 via third party channels. if you’re planning to buy one now, do check out amazon’s price drop list. there are quite a few players that are all offering blackberries at rock bottom prices. not to mention, if you’re planning to sell one after a few months, you may be able to come out ahead.
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after the release of the blackberry playbook with its blackberry bridge application that
acts as a controller for pairing you playbook with your smartphone, it was only a matter

of time before people looked to this device for additional applications. in fact,
blackberry developers are currently looking to bring over over 600 playbook apps to the
os2 platform. since the introduction of the android emulator, the playbook is now able

to run apps using the playbook app store. this may seem like it is a disadvantage to the
playbook owner but there are over 200 full featured playbook apps that are ready to be
downloaded and it may very well end up being a benefit to consumers and developers
alike. when considering an applications merits, it is best to look at the cost, and this is
why the playbook app store is my most downloaded category on good e-reader. with
the playbook and playbook mini as well as the anticipated blackberry torch, there is

absolutely no reason not to check out the playbook app store! we have always
promoted free android apps for the blackberry. however, we now have some really

great android apps available in the playbook app store on good e-reader. [read more..]
about my top 10 playbook apps for may 2012 ]]>blackberry playbook gets updated with

google’s android emulator blackberry playbook gets updated with google’s android
emulatormon, 22 may 2012 21:47:27 +0000 research in motion has announced that
the latest playbook os2 update will bring several changes including fixes to various

bugs and enhancements including a native version of the google android os. this is a
major step for the playbook os as earlier this month rim announced that it was retiring

its own blackberry os 7.1, and that it would be completely moving to the google android
os. 5ec8ef588b
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